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Abstract—Mismatch removal is a crucial step in multiview
matching of lunar orbiter images. This process involves complex
challenges like terrain-induced distortion and nonunique geomet-
ric structures due to repetitive textures. Traditional methods,
whether global constraints or local constraints, fall short in ade-
quately addressing these issues in orbiter imagery. Therefore, this
article proposes an effective method for mismatch removal of or-
biter images based on global constraint and local geometry preser-
vation combined with the imaging model. In this method, a clean
neighborhood of each matching point based on the characteristic
of centralized distribution of the back-projection residuals globally
is constructed. In the local region, we define a local minimum geo-
metric polygon consisting of the center feature point and its three
neighbors, and combine the similarity of the back-projection differ-
ence vectors with the affine invariance of the polygon to distinguish
the correct matches and mismatches by measuring the degree of
local geometry preservation. A series of experiments encompassing
parameter sensitivity analysis, comparison studies and ablation
experiments were conducted on the lunar reconnaissance orbiter
image datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness and reliability of
the proposed method. The results indicate that our method exhibits
a notable insensitivity to parameter variations, and outperforms
other advanced methods in both qualitative and quantitative eval-
uations. Moreover, a large-scale orbiter images multiview matching
tie points extraction framework is extended based on the proposed
mismatch removal method, which can achieve better results than
commonly used photogrammetric software in terms of the number
and accuracy of tie points.

Index Terms—Back-projection residual, local geometry pre-
servation, mismatch removal, orbiter image matching.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MAPPING using orbiter images is a basic work of plane-
tary exploration, providing key information for scientific

research such as planetary geological and geomorphological
analysis. Additionally, mapping products provide important
data support for landing site selection, rover navigation and
positioning in extraterrestrial object exploration missions [1].
Photogrammetric mapping using orbiter images commonly con-
sists of the following steps: imaging model construction for
orbiter images, sparse matching for tie points extraction [2],
[3], [4], block adjustment [5], [6], dense matching and forward
intersection [7], [8], [9] and DEM interpolation. Sparse matching
constitutes a critical step in the mapping process [10], where
the effectiveness of mismatch removal significantly impacts the
matching results. This, in turn, exerts a substantial influence
on subsequent processing stages. For example, during bundle
adjustment, accurate matching points are required to iteratively
solve for the correction values of exterior orientation param-
eters. Similarly, accurate matching points are also crucial in
epipolar images generation, image registration and other tasks.
Therefore, the performance of mismatch removal is pivotal
in determining the overall quality and reliability of mapping
outputs.

In recent years, a variety of methods have been devel-
oped to tackle the challenge of mismatch removal, with the
most widely adopted one being the random sample consen-
sus (RANSAC) [11] and its various adaptations. Other ro-
bust estimator-based methods include M-estimators [12], least-
median-squares (LMedS) [13] and so on. M-estimators de-
termines weights based on residuals to reduce mismatches
[14]. However, this method fails with the high outlier ratio.
LMedS is similar to RANSAC, and it selects the model with
the smallest median residual while RANSAC focuses more on
the number of inliers. These methods perform poorly when
image transformations are complicated. Nonparametric models,
exemplified by vector field consensus (VFC) [15], demonstrate
superior proficiency in handling such scenarios compared with
parametric models. This method removes mismatches from the
vector field containing outliers through iterative optimization
and obtain the optimal vector. Local linear transforming [16],
as a variant of VFC, adds local geometric constraint to re-
move mismatches. However, these methods typically have cubic
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complexities, leading to high time costs and not being suitable
for orbiter images with large sizes. Constraints based on local
geometric or topological consistency have been implemented
in many methods, such as grid-based motion statistics (GMS)
[17], locality preserving matching (LPM) [18], and locality
affine-invariant feature matching (LAM) [19]. These methods
assume that the inliers have similar neighborhood structures and
topology before and after transformation. Other methods, such
as the point-to-line distance based method [20], combines epipo-
lar line constraint with transformation model estimation. These
methods usually achieve high processing efficiency. However,
the influence of spatial local structure such as similar craters and
rocks widely distributed on the lunar surface can significantly
interfere with the performance of these methods.

Despite numerous methods previously mentioned, their per-
formance is often suboptimal when applied to lunar orbiter
images. There are several difficulties in mismatch removal for
lunar orbiter images. First, most imaging sensors on orbiters
are linear-array push broom cameras which are characterized
by multicentric imaging [21]. In this case, linear-array images
suffer from local deformations due to the rugged terrain relief
or imaging viewpoint variations [22], [23], which limits the
performance of the global methods based on robust estimation
[24], [25]. Second, radiometric differences exist between dif-
ferent lunar orbiter images due to illumination variations [26].
Especially in the lunar south pole, there are many shadowed
regions on image, and the quality of image matching is seriously
affected. The initial matching result is relatively sparse and
with a low correct ratio, making it difficult to remove outliers.
Finally, lunar orbiter images are typically characterized by large
dimensions, high aspect ratios and a large number of repetitive
textures. The large-scale image size restricts some typical graph
matching methods and nonparametric model methods from
being suitable for lunar scenes due to their high complexity.
The issue of repeated textures restricts the extraction of unique
local structures, and increases the number of mismatches in
the initial matching. This also affects the performance of local
constraint-based mismatch removal methods [23]. Hence, it is
still challenging for efficient orbiter image mismatch removal.
Additionally, the imaging model of orbiter image including
rigorous sensor model or rational function model is commonly
provided by image vendors and is ignored in most existing
methods.

In order to address the challenges mentioned above, this
article proposes a novel method based on global constraint
and local geometry preservation (GLGP), and combined with
the imaging model. It is found that from the distribution of
all putative matches on the whole image, the back-projection
residuals of correct matches are concentrated within a certain
range, while the residuals of mismatches are discretely dis-
tributed. Building upon this observation, a global constrained
neighborhood construction strategy that aims to obtain clean
neighbors around each matching point is developed. Subse-
quently, we introduce the back-projection difference vector
(BDV) into the local geometry constraint to construct the local
geometry preservation measure. After constructing the local
minimum geometric polygon (LMGP) using each feature point

and its clean neighbors, the mismatches are distinguished from
correct matches by determining the degree of local geometry
preservation in the LMGP. In addition, a multiview matching
framework of orbiter image is extended based on the proposed
method and achieves better results compared with Ames Stereo
Pipeline (ASP) [27], which is a NASA’s open source automated
stereogrammetry software. Specifically, the main contributions
of this article are summarized as follows.

1) We propose a mismatch removal method based on global
constraint and local geometry preservation. This method
can significantly enhance the performance of orbiter image
matching.

2) We introduce a clean neighborhood construction strategy
based on the characteristics of the back-projection residu-
als globally, which can effectively reduce the outlier rate of
the neighborhood compared with the motion consistency
method. A local geometry constraint measure is also de-
veloped based on local geometric structure preservation,
which can more effectively distinguish between inliers and
outliers.

3) Our method is extended to the multiview matching frame-
work for orbiter images, which is capable of extracting
tie points from thousands of lunar orbiter images, outper-
forming existing mainstream software in both quantity and
accuracy.

II. RELATED WORKS

Mismatch removal is crucial for image matching. According
to the different constraints used, the mismatch removal methods
can be generally categorized into two types: global-constraint
methods and local-constraint methods.

A. Global-Constraint Methods

The method based on global constraint, that is, by estimat-
ing the global transformation model and function or using
some global consistency to achieve mismatch removal. The
most commonly method is RANSAC [11], which estimates
the global transformation parameters by using the smallest
subset for model generation and adopting remaining data for
geometric model verification. The model involving the most
extensive set of correspondences will be chosen as optimal
transformation model. Several optimized methods have been
proposed, such as maximum likelihood estimation sample con-
sensus [28], progressive sample consensus (PROSAC) [29],
universal RANSAC (USAC) [30] and marginalizing sample
consensus++ (MAGSAC++) [31]. However, RANSAC and
its variants are sensitive to outlier ratios and the number of iter-
ations. The most important is that RANSAC-based methods can
achieve good performance only when the image pairs satisfy a
certain global geometric transformation. Identifying correspon-
dence function (ICF) [32] develops an iterative function based
on diagnostic techniques and support vector machine for the
correspondences estimation. By utilizing this function to assess
the consistency of matches, it is possible to effectively identify
and eliminate mismatches. VFC [15] reinterprets the challenge
of feature matching as a problem of maximum a posteriori
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estimation within a Bayesian framework, incorporating latent
variables to exclude outliers from initial matches, thereby en-
hancing the performance of feature matching. In recent years,
learning-based mismatch removal methods have also attracted
much attention. Learning to find good correspondences [33] is
characterized by its deep learning architecture using a multi-
layer perceptron, focusing on analyzing and processing pixel
coordinates rather than image data, while embedding global
information to learn to find good correspondences. Learning for
mismatch removal (LMR) [34] trains a classifier and converts
mismatch removal into a classification problem for process-
ing. Although learning-based methods can obtain better perfor-
mance, their generalization capabilities are greatly affected by
the training data set, that is, the performance decreases when
processing models that are not in the training set [35]. Alterna-
tively, graph matching [36] can also solve the correspondence
problem, such as mode-seeking [37], [38], dual decomposition
[39], and graph shift [40]. However, graph matching falls into
the category of NP-hard problems. It is very complex to solve
and is not usually used to handle the orbiter images with larger
dimensions [41], [42]. These methods nearly use the information
of all putative matches to obtain the global transformation model
or consistency. Therefore, the performance of these methods will
drastically decrease in cases of a high proportion of outliers or
independent motion structures presented in the putative matches.

B. Local-Constraint Methods

Compared with global-constraint methods, local-constraint
methods exhibit a superior robustness in handling local distor-
tions and diverse transformations [43]. GMS [17] is a method
that encapsulates motion smoothness into a certain number of
matches in the grid and uses statistical likelihood to remove
mismatches. LPM [18] proposes a method that focuses on
maintaining the local geometric structures of the inliers. The core
idea is that for a correct match, the geometry structures within
the neighborhood is invariant after the transformation. LPM,
categorized under graph matching, effectively sidesteps the sub-
stantial computational complexities commonly inherent in tradi-
tional graph matching approaches. On this basis, guided locality
preserving matching (GLPM) [44] designs a guided matching
strategy, which uses satisfactory matching results obtained from
a smaller set, characterized by a higher proportion of inliers, to
guide the matching process in a larger set of putative matches.
Frame-based locality preservation matching [45] incorporates
the frame knowledge into the LPM, demonstrating robustness
against extreme zoom and high outlier ratio. Local graph struc-
ture consensus [46] combines integer quadratic programming
with local graph structure consistency compensation terms to
establish a comprehensive and efficient optimization framework
using graph matching. Top K rank preservation (TopKRP) [47]
designs a metric, the weighted Spearman’s footrule distance, to
describe the similarity of the top K rank of matching points.
To extract the correct match from the putative set, multiscale
top K rank preservation (mTopKRP) [48] introduces a strat-
egy for building neighborhoods at multiple scales, which is
robust to different types of degradation compared with TopKRP.

LAM [19] uses the area ratio invariance of affine transforma-
tion to construct the local barycentric coordinates to remove
mismatches. Then, LAM constructs local matching coordinate
matrices (MCMs) which are used to determine the accuracy of
the remaining matches through the minimization of the MCMs’
ranks. Neighborhood manifold preserving matching (NMP) [49]
uses motion consistency to construct neighborhoods and ex-
ploits the property that correlated neighborhood point pairs in
a high-dimensional manifold preserve neighborhood structure
in a low-dimensional manifold to remove mismatches. Local
affine preservation (LAP) [43] selects neighbors with the highest
motion consistency to construct neighborhood and defines the
minimum topological unit (MTU). LAP calculates the cost of
MTU based on the area ratio invariance of affine transforma-
tion to filter out mismatches. Although these methods fully
mined local constraints information, the performance degrades
in scenarios where lunar orbiter images present local geometric
distortions, similar texture information, or when initial putative
matches are sparse within a local area.

Moreover, there are also several methods that combine global
and local constraints. Wu et al. [23] proposed a two-step mis-
match removal method based on local and global constraints.
The core of this method lies in utilizing the invariance of
local neighborhood topological structures and the similarity of
descriptors of correct matching points to obtain the initial set
of inliers. Subsequently, the inliers acquired are employed to
compute the transformation model between the images, select-
ing points that meet the criteria as the final results. However,
for images with large local deformations, the global constraints
of this method are invalid and the performance will be greatly
affected. The locality-guided global-preserving optimization
(LOGO) [50] combines affine transformation consistency with
global-preserving affinity matrix, and proposes a local-to-global
mismatch removal method. This method employs local topo-
logical consistency to determine a small initial set of high
inlier ratio matches. Combining the topological structure of
the affinity matrix, it leverages reliable geometric information
to get additional inliers, thereby achieving the elimination of
erroneous matches. However, when the putative matches set is
sparse, the performance of this method will decrease. Different
from the above methods, our method introduces sensor imaging
model into the global constraint, and uses it to enhance the local
constraint so as to remove mismatches.

III. METHODOLOGY

The workflow of the proposed GLGP mismatch removal
method is illustrated in Fig. 1, which includes two parts. In
the first part, the global constraint neighborhood (GCN) is
constructed based on the centralized distribution characteristics
of the back-projection residual. The second part is divided into
the following three steps. First, the local BDV is constructed,
and the similarity between the BDVs of the matching point and
its neighbors is determined. Then, the local affine invariance
of the LMGP formed by the matching points and neighbors is
calculated. Finally, the degree of local geometry preservation
(LGP) of LMGP is obtained combining the similarity of the
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Fig. 1. Workflow of the proposed method and the schematic illustration of key steps. (xi, yi) is the matching point pair currently being processed. The red lines
indicate the outliers, while the blue ones represent the inliers.

BDVs with the local affine invariance, which is employed to
remove the mismatches.

A. Neighborhood Construction Based on Back-Projection
Residual Constraint

Local-constraint methods generally require the participation
of neighbors. It is crucial to construct a clean neighborhood
with low outlier rates because the successful judgment of local
geometric properties depends on the selected neighborhood. Pre-
vious methods such as LPM and GLPM usually adopt K-nearest
neighbors (KNN) to build neighborhood. The mTopKRP uses
KNN ranking similarity to construct neighborhood. However,
the methods based on KNN are not robust when processing the
putative set with a high outlier ratio. Some methods such as NMP
and LAP employ motion consistency to obtain neighborhoods.
Affected by orbital variations, inconsistent resolution or ge-
ometry distortion of orbiter images, motion consistency cannot
always obtain the clean neighborhood. Therefore, a global con-
straint based on the distribution characteristic of back-projection
residuals is developed to construct a clean neighborhood for
matching points of orbiter images.

Given a set of putative set S = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1 obtained from
two orbiter images containing N features, where xi and yi
represent the pixel position vectors of the matching points on the
left and right images, respectively. The triangulation technique
[51] is adopted to calculate the three-dimensional (3-D) space
coordinates of the matching points. Then, the back-projection
coordinates x′

i and y′i are calculated from the calculated 3-D

Fig. 2. Back-projection residual of matching point pair. (a) Red dotted line
represents the BDV and the vector magnitude is the back-projection residual on
the left and right images. The final back-projection residual value is the mean
of these two values. (b) Standard deviation of the back-projection residuals for
inliers(blue) and outliers(red). The logarithmic scale is utilized for the Y-axis.

coordinates based on the collinearity equation. The schematic
diagram is shown in Fig. 2(a).

Based on the original image point and the back-projected
point, the mean residual bpj_resi of two images, that is the
back-projection residual of the matching point pair, can be
obtained as follows:

bpj_resi =
(|vxi|+ |vyi|)

2
(1)

vxi = xi − x′
i

vyi = yi − y′i (2)
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where vxi and vyi represent the back-projection difference vec-
tor of the ith matching point pair on the left and right images,
respectively.

Whether using the rigorous sensor model or rational function
model, the imaging model errors are inevitable, such as sensor
calibration errors, orbiter positional and attitude errors and in-
strument installation errors [52], [53]. These errors are mainly
presented as systematic errors, leading to deviations between the
real imaging model and the theoretical model, manifesting as
back-projection residuals on the image plane. Systematic errors
in the imaging model, compared with the random errors from
mismatches, take a leading role in the back-projection residuals
[53]. Fig. 2(b) shows the statistical results of the standard devi-
ation of the back-projection residuals for inliers and outliers of
sixty lunar reconnaissance orbiter (LRO) narrow angle cameras
(NAC) image pairs. Due to the large differences in variance, the
logarithmic scale is utilized for the Y-axis. The statistical results
show that the standard deviation corresponding to the residuals
of the inlier is small, which indicates that residuals are distributed
within a certain range, while the residuals of the outlier are
randomly distributed at different values. In other words, the
back-projection residuals of inliers on the lunar orbiter images
exhibit a characteristic of concentrated distribution.

In order to quantify the distribution of back-projection residu-
als, we use a predefined back-projection residuals cutoff to limit
the range of residuals, then sort the remaining back-projection
residuals and calculate the median, which is approximated as
the centrally distributed values bpj_rescen of back-projection
residuals. We define the penalty value to normalize the error
as follows:

k (erri) = 1− e−
1
2 ·(

erri
τ )

2

(3)

where erri denotes the difference between two measures, τ is
a predefined parameter, and k(erri) denotes the penalty value
of error. The penalty value of back-projection residual could be
obtained through (3) as follows:

k (bpj_resi) = 1− e
− 1

2 ·
(

bpj_resi−bpj_rescen
τ0

)2

(4)

where τ0 is the predefined parameter; k(bpj_resi) denotes the
penalty value of the back-projection residual, ranging from 0 to
1. A smaller value indicates that the putative match is more likely
to be correct. Therefore, the matches with penalty values greater
than an empirical threshold are discarded. The mean value μ
and standard deviation σ of the penalty value are calculated in
the remaining set of matching points. The matches with penalty
value in the range ofμ± 3σ are used to construct a clean putative
match set Nc as follows:

Nc = {xi| i = 1, 2, . . . , N, k (bpj _resi) ∈ (μ− 3σ, μ+ 3σ)} .
(5)

Finally, we use KNN to obtain the neighbors of each matching
point in Nc as its global constrained neighborhood N i

c_k.

B. Similarity of Local Back-Projection Difference Vectors

Local back-projection difference vector is the vector pointing
from a matching point to its back-projection point. Each putative

match has a corresponding back-projection difference vector in
both left and right images. The back-projection residual of the
correct matching point in the orbiter image not only exhibits
global consistency but also shows similarity in local region.
Therefore, the deviation between the BDVs of the ith and jth
feature points is defined as follows:

dis_errLij = ||vxi| − |vxj ||
dis_errRij = ||vyi| − |vyj ||

(6)

ang_errij =

∣∣∣∣ (vxi, vxj)|vxi| · |vxj | −
(vyi, vyj)

|vyi| · |vyj |
∣∣∣∣ (7)

where dis_errLij represents the distance deviation between vxi
and vxj on the left image, and dis_errRij represents the dis-
tance similarity error between vyi and vyj on the right image.
ang_errij represents the angle deviation between BDVs on the
left and right images. Given that distance and angle are of
different magnitudes, in order to integrate them more rationally,
we convert the deviation of BDVs into the corresponding penalty
values according to (3) as follows:

k (dis_errij) =
k
(
dis_errLij

)
+ k

(
dis_errRij

)
2

= 1− e
− 1

2 ·
(

dis_errL
ij

τ1

)2

+ e
− 1

2 ·
(

dis_errR
ij

τ1

)2

2
(8)

k (ang_errij) = 1− e
− 1

2 ·
(

ang_errij
τ2

)2

(9)

bdv_scoij = k (dis_errij) + k (ang_errij) (10)

where τ1 and τ2 are the predefined parameters, k(dis_errij)
represents the distance similarity penalty, k(ang_errij) repre-
sents the angle similarity penalty, and bdv_scoij represents the
BDVs’ dissimilarity score of ith and jth feature points, ranging
from 0 to 2. A smaller value indicates more similar of the BDVs,
which also indicates more similar of the correctness between two
corresponding putative matches.

C. Local Affine Invariance and Local Geometry Preservation

It is inadequately robust if merely using the similarity of
BDVs to distinguish between inliers and outliers. For example,
when the feature point on one image being matched to the
vicinity of its corresponding correct position in another image,
the above judgment criteria will make it difficult to accurately
remove this mismatch. In order to strengthen the local geometric
constraints, three neighboring points from the neighborhood
N i

c_k are selected to construct the local minimum geometric
polygon (LMGP). A total of V (V = C3

K ) polygons can be
constructed from the neighborhood of xi. Although the orbiter
image does not satisfy a global transformation for the entire
image region, the local region approximately satisfies affine
transformation. In other words, the geometric structure of inliers
in LMGP remains unchanged after affine transformation, while
outliers do not exhibit this characteristic.

As shown in Fig. 3, (xi, yi) is a putative matching point,
(xA, yA), (xB , yB) and(xC , yC) are three neighbors of (xi, yi).
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Fig. 3. LMGP of xi (Left) and yi (Right). Points xA, xB and xC are three
clean neighbors of xi, and points yA, yB , yC , and yi are the corresponding
matching points on the right image.

xA, xB , xC and xi construct a LMGP on the left image, while
yA, yB , yC and yi construct the right LMGP.

Based on the local affine invariance, the triangles with com-
mon side selected from the LMGP should have area ratio con-
sistency and satisfy the following equation:

SxixBxC

SxAxBxC

=
SyiyByC

SyAyByC

=
hx
iBC

hx
ABC

=
hy
iBC

hy
ABC

SxixAxC

SxBxAxC

=
SyiyAyC

SyByAyC

=
hx
iAC

hx
BAC

=
hy
iAC

hy
BAC

SxixAxB

SxCxAxB

=
SyiyAyB

SyCyAyB

=
hx
iAB

hx
CAB

=
hy
iAB

hy
CAB

(11)

where SxixBxC
represents the area of triangle formed by three

points xi, xB , xC . hx
iBC , hx

iAC , and hx
iAB represent the vertical

distance from xi to the side of xBxc, xAxc and xAxB , respec-
tively, and hy

iBC , hy
iAC , and hy

iAB represent the vertical distance
from yi to the side of yByc, yAyc, and yAyB respectively. Due
to the existence of matching errors, the local affine invariance
error of LMGP can be expressed as follows:

loc_erriA=

∣∣∣∣ SxixBxC

SxAxBxC

− SyiyByC

SyAyByC

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣h

y
ABC

hx
ABC

hx
iBC−hy

iBC

∣∣∣∣
loc_erriB=

∣∣∣∣ SxixAxC

SxBxAxC

− SyiyAyC

SyByAyC

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣h

y
BAC

hx
BAC

hx
iAC−hy

iAC

∣∣∣∣
loc_erriC=

∣∣∣∣ SxixAxB

SxCxAxB

− SyiyAyB

SyCyAyB

∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣h

y
CAB

hx
CAB

hx
iAB−hy

iAB

∣∣∣∣ .
(12)

Assuming that the neighbors of matching points are correct,
the local affine invariance error can represent the discrepancy
between the ratios of distances from the feature point and its
neighbor to the common side in the left and right images. This
equates to an error of local geometric consistency between
the feature point and its neighbor. So loc_erriA, loc_erriB
and loc_erriC represent the local geometric consistency error
between(xi, yi) and (xA, yA), (xi, yi) and (xB , yB), (xi, yi)
and(xC , yC), respectively. It should be noted that the angle of
triangles involved in the calculation of the local affine invariance
error cannot be extremely small, such as less than 1°.

In order to normalize the errors, we convert the local geometric
consistency error to the corresponding penalty value by (3) as

follows:

loc_scoiA = k (loc_erriA) = 1− e
− 1

2 ·
(

loc_erriA
τ3

)2

loc_scoiB = k (loc_erriB) = 1− e
− 1

2 ·
(

loc_erriB
τ3

)2

loc_scoiC = k (loc_erriC) = 1− e
− 1

2 ·
(

loc_erriC
τ3

)2

(13)

where the τ3 is the predefined parameter, loc_scoiA, loc_scoiB
and loc_scoiA represent the local geometric inconsistency score
of between(xi, yi) and (xA, yA), (xi, yi) and (xB , yB), (xi, yi),
and(xC , yC), respectively.

Combining the dissimilarity score of BDVs with local ge-
ometric inconsistency score, the cost value of local geometry
preservation is defined as follows:

costu (i) = bdv_scoiA · loc_scoiA + bdv_scoiB · loc_scoiB

+ bdv_scoiC · loc_scoiC (14)

where bdv_sco and loc_sco are calculated form (10) and (13),
respectively, costu(i) represents the cost of local geometry
preservation of the uth LMGP. The larger the cost is, the worse
the degree of local geometry preservation is, indicating a higher
probability of mismatch. Although a relatively reliable neighbor-
hood can be obtained using back-projection residual constraints,
there are still some outliers in the neighborhood that will perturb
the local geometry structure. In order to alleviate this problem,
the cost values are sorted in ascending order and the average
of the top ξV costs are calculated to represent the cost value
c(xi, yi) for local geometry preservation of matching point as
follows:

c (xi, yi) =
1

ξV

ξV∑
u=1

costu(i). (15)

In general, the scaling factor ξ is empirically set to 0.3.

D. Objective Function and Solution

Due to the unavoidable outliers in the set of putative set S, in
order to maximize the retention of correct matches, the mismatch
removal is formulated into an optimization problem as follows:

I∗ = argmin
I

C (I;S; λ) (16)

with the cost function C defined as follows:

C (I;S; λ) =
∑
iεI

c (xi, yi) + λ (N − |I|) (17)

where |I| means the cardinality of I , c(xi, yi) is devoted to
penalizing the wrong correspondences, i.e., a larger value indi-
cates that the putative match is more likely to be wrong, and
vice versa. The second term serves the purpose of discouraging
the presence of outliers. Parameter λ > 0 is used to control the
tradeoff between these two terms.

In order to solve the optimization function, a N-dimensional
binary vector p is introduced to associate the putative set S,
where pi = 0 and pi = 1 represent the ith match to be wrong
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Fig. 4. Overview of the large-scale multiview orbiter images mapping framework. The leftmost is the multiview image, after feature matching, mismatch removal
and tie points association, ultimately yields the rightmost tie points result. The green points represent the multiview tie point.

Algorithm 1: GLGP Algorithm.

Input: putative correspondences S = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1,
parameters T = {τj}3j=0, K, λ;

Output: inlier set I∗;
1 Calculate the back-projection residual bpj_resi

of the (xi, yi) and the concentrated distribution
value bpj_rescen, calculate the back-projection
residual penalty value using (3) and (4);

2 Calculate the mean value and variance of the
penalty value, construct the clean putative match
sets Nc using (5);

3 Search K nearest neighbors in Nc for each feature
point xi, then obtain neighborhood N i

c_k;
4 Calculate bdv_scoij , loc_scoij and costu(i) for

each feature point using (10), (13) and (14);
5 Calculate the cost {c(xi, yi)}Ni=1 using (15);
6 Determine I∗ using (20) and (21).

and correct, respectively. Accordingly, (17) is equivalent to

C (p;S; λ; τ) =

N∑
i=1

pic (xi, yi) + λ

(
N −

N∑
i=1

pi

)
. (18)

After merging and simplifying, we can obtain the following:

C (p;S; λ; τ) =

N∑
i=1

pi (ci − λ) + λN (19)

where ci = c(xi, yi). The costs ci of geometric preservation
between feature points is fixed and can be precalculated for a
given putative match. Consequently, any matching point with a
ci value smaller than λ will result in a negative value, and vice
versa. Therefore, the analytical solution of the minimized cost
function C is as follows:

pi =

{
1, ci ≤ λ

0, ci > λ
i = 1, 2, . . . , N. (20)

Thus, the optimal set of inliers can be obtained as follows:

I∗ = {i|pi = 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , N} . (21)

The procedure of the proposed GLGP method is concluded
in Algorithm 1.

E. Multiview Tie Points Extraction Framework

Based on the proposed method, a large-scale multiview orbiter
images tie points extraction framework is extended. Fig. 4 shows
the overview of this framework. An optimal set of weighted box
filters which approximates the Laplacian of Gaussian operator
is used to extract feature points on the orbiter image [54]. Gra-
dient descriptors are constructed and utilized to acquire putative
matches through nearest neighbor matching. Subsequently, the
proposed method is used to remove mismatches. Finally, the
extraction of tie points is extended from stereo to multiview
imagery, and a refined strategy for tie points association is
employed for the extraction of multitie points. Specifically, each
image is sequentially set as a base image, and images forming
stereo pairs with the base image are selected to construct an im-
age set according to the image pair relationships. The tie points
within this image set are then associated using the union-find
algorithm. Finally, by removing the redundant results, the obtain
of tie points across multiview imagery is achieved.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND DETAILS

In order to qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate the perfor-
mance of GLGP, the feature matching method in the proposed
framework is employed to obtain putative matches, and the
correctness of each putative correspondence in all image pairs is
manually checked. Besides, a large-scale lunar orbiter image set
is applied to validate the effectiveness of the proposed frame-
work. Several experiments are designed to conduct detailed
testing and analysis of the proposed method.
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Fig. 5. Inlier ratio of image pairs. From the left to right: the inlier ratio of dataset 1, dataset 2 and dataset 3.

A. Datasets

The datasets are taken from the LRO NAC imagery [55] which
are publicly available in the link provided.1 NAC images are able
to deliver panchromatic images at meter-scale resolution across
a 5 km wide area from an orbit of 50 km, and are characterized
by their expansive dimensions and high aspect ratios, typically
manifesting as long strips. The task of mismatch removal in
NAC images is notably challenging. Due to the influence of
illumination, the texture of identical lunar surfaces, particularly
in regions with craters or rocks, exhibits significant variations
across different images. Moreover, due to the terrain relief or
imaging viewpoint variations, geometric distortions exist in the
orbiter images. The above factors lead to a low inlier ratio in
lunar orbiter images.

In this study, 60 image pairs were selected in three regions,
including Apollo-17 landing site, Chang ’e-4 landing site, and
lunar South Pole region, which are named Dataset 1, Dataset
2, and Dataset 3, respectively. The image pairs in the dataset
are representative, encompassing a range of challenges such
as repeated textures, significant local distortions, and sparse
putative matches. The quantity of average putative matches for
three datasets are respectively 452, 255, and 174, while their
corresponding average inlier ratios are 0.650, 0.619, and 0.651.
We plot the cumulative distributions of the inlier ratio and Fig. 5
shows the inlier ratio of each image pair in three datasets. There
are several image pairs with low inlier ratio in the dataset, and
the lowest ratio is 0.176. The image size of Dataset 1 and Dataset
2 is 52 224 × 5064 pixels, and the Dataset 3 is 52 224 × 2532
pixels. Additionally, in order to evaluate the performance of the
proposed framework, we collected 1144 NAC images of the
Apollo 17 region, constituting 2599 valid image pairs. The area
corresponding to these images is approximately 100 × 300 km.
The image pairs contain an average of 362 putative matches.
Similarly, the image size is 52 224 × 5064 pixels. Details of the
dataset are listed in Table I.

B. Experimental Designs and Evaluation Metrics

In order to test and analyze the performance of the proposed
method, a series of experiments have been designed as follows.

1[Online]. Available: https://ode.rsl.wustl.edu/ moon/index.aspx

TABLE I
DETAILS OF DATASET USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS

The qualitative comparisons are conducted with several state-
of-the-art methods, among which the global-based methods are
RANSAC [11] and BpjRes. The latter uses the three-sigma
rule based on global back-projection residuals to remove mis-
matches. The local-based methods are GMS [17], LPM [18],
mTopKRP [48], LOGO [50], and LAP [43]. These seven meth-
ods are compared with GLGP to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed method.

In the quantitative experiments, the proposed method is
compared with the global-based methods and the local-based
methods. In addition to the methods mentioned above, the
global method is supplemented with the optimized variant
MAGSAC++ [31] of RANSAC, and the local-based method
is supplemented with NMP [49]. In addition, the learning-based
method LMR [34] is put together with the global method for
comparison. Three metrics are used for quantitative evaluation,
i.e., Precision (P), Recall (R), and F-score(F). And Runtime is
used to evaluate method efficiency

P =
NTP

NTP +NFP
, R =

NTP

NTP +NFN
, F =

2PR
P + R

(22)

whereNTP andNFP represent the number of correct matches and
mismatches found by each matching method,NFN represents the
number of the correct matches not distinguished.

Ablation experiments are conducted on 20 randomly selected
image pairs to demonstrate and analyze the reliability of each
component of the proposed method, which are divided into two
parts. The first part tests various neighborhood construction

https://ode.rsl.wustl.edu/
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Fig. 6. F-score relative to the cumulative distribution under varying parameters configurations. MF represents the mean value of F-scores.

methods. Specifically, four methods are selected to construct
neighborhoods, the k-nearest neighbor neighborhood (KNN)
[43] and the motion consistency neighborhood (MCN) [43].
The neighborhood constructed using three-sigma rule of global
back-projection residuals, is also named BpjRes in the ablation
experiments. The global-constraint neighborhood in our GLGP
is named GCN. The performance is evaluated using the same
local geometry preservation metric with these four different
neighborhood construction methods. In the second part, the same
neighborhood construction method is used with different local
geometry or topology metrics to evaluate the performance of
these variants in detail. The method of neighborhood manifold
consensus is named NMC [49], the consensus of neighborhood
topology used by LPM [18] is named CNT, the local affine
invariance with filtering mechanism is named LAI [43] and the
local geometry preservation proposed in this paper is named
LGP.

The performance of the developed tie points extraction frame-
work is tested using large-scale orbiter images and compared
with the results generated by ASP software. The number and
accuracy of tie points are used to quantitatively evaluate the
performance of the proposed framework, where the accuracy is
the back-projection residual calculated by using the exterior ori-
entation parameters corrected through bundle adjustment [56].

C. Parameter Setting and Sensitivity Analysis

The methods mentioned above for qualitative and quantitative
comparisons are all implemented based on publicly available
codes released by the original authors. In order to achieve the
best performance of these methods, extensive experiments were

conducted to select the most suitable parameters. It should be
noted that in the comparative experiments, the LMR method
employs the training model provided by the authors due to the
lack of sufficient data for retraining.

On the other hand, the parameters in our GLGP method that
need to be set include: {τj}3j = 0 used to calculate the penalty
value, the number of the neighbors K, and the threshold λ for
differentiating between inliers and outliers. In order to analyze
the sensitivity of GLGP for parameter setting, 20 image pairs are
randomly chosen from the mentioned three datasets and tested
with different parameters.

The results are illustrated in Fig. 6. The larger parameter
τ indicates the higher tolerance of error. As the parameter K
increases, a larger number of LMGPs are involved in the cost
calculation. An excessive or insufficient number of LMGPs will
lead to a reduction in the F-score. The increase in the number of
neighbors causes many points that are far away to be selected as
neighbors, the local geometric structure will become unstable,
and the inaccurate judgment of the corresponding relationship
between feature points will lead to a decrease in F-score. The
results reveal a trend that the scores are initially increasing and
subsequently stable for the six parameters. It can be concluded
that the GLGP method is insensitive to parameters τ0, τ1, and
τ2, while changes in τ3 relatively affect the performance of
GLGP, yet the overall average F-score remains satisfactory. The
results of parameter K indicates that selecting either too many
or too few neighbors will affect the performance of GLGP,
highlighting the importance of choosing an optimal number
of neighbors. Regarding the final parameter, it is evident that
when λ is set below 0.5, its variation has a minimal effect
on the performance of GLGP. However, when λ is not less
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Fig. 7. Qualitative results of orbiter image pairs from three datasets. The red and green lines represent outliers and inliers, respectively.

than 0.5, the performance of GLGP decreases significantly,
attributed to the relaxed threshold allowing the retention of
mismatches with costs below the threshold. Nevertheless, GLGP
still achieves a reasonable mean F-score. Overall, the variations
of six parameters influence the performance of GLGP method
to some extent, but the lowest F-score still exceeds 0.7, and
all average F-scores surpass 0.9. These results indicate that
GLGP exhibits a sound robustness to parameter variations. In
the subsequent evaluation, the default values are empirically
set as (τ0, τ1, τ2, τ3) = (6, 3, 0.05, 30) , K = 6, λ = 0.3. In
addition, when quantifying the distribution of back-projection
residuals, we set 200 pixels as the back-projection residual cutoff
value empirically according to the positioning accuracy of LRO
NAC imagery.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we comprehensively study the performance of
the proposed GLGP method through qualitative and quantitative
experiments, and discuss the experimental results in detail.

Moreover, the effectiveness of the neighborhood construction
and local geometric metrics in the GLGP is verified through
ablation experiments. Finally, the feasibility and superiority
of our developed framework for processing large-scale orbiter
images are validated by the large-scale tie points extraction
experiment.

A. Qualitative Experiments

To visually illustrate the effectiveness of our method, three
sample orbiter image pairs from three datasets were selected for
qualitative comparison. All these image pairs exhibit repetitive
textures, and their putative matches are relatively sparse. The
last two sets of image pairs also have obvious local distortions.
As can be seen from the results in Fig. 7, in the first image
pair, RANSAC [11] can effectively remove mismatches, but
exhibits poor performance in retaining correct matches. BpjRes
only considers the back-projection residuals, resulting in the
worst performance. Other methods are unable to simultane-
ously remove outliers with similar motion orientations to inliers
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Fig. 8. Quantitative results of RANSAC, MAGSAC++, BpjRes, LMR, and GLGP on the three datasets. From (top) to (bottom), precision, recall, F-score and
runtime (in milliseconds) with respect to the cumulative distribution.

while maintaining a high recall. In contrast, the GLGP method
effectively preserves most of inliers, while only a very small
number of outliers are not removed, achieving satisfactory result.
The second image pair contains local geometric distortions.
Compared to other low precision and low recall methods, GLGP
removes all mismatches and preserve as many correct matches
as possible. In the third image pair, the images contain areas
without texture due to the influence of illumination, which
results in sparse putative matches. GLGP can also preserve
correct matches in this case. Other methods either preserve too
many outliers or fail to preserve any inliers locally, leading to
unsatisfactory results. The results demonstrate that GLGP is
capable of effectively handling various kinds of complex orbiter
image matching tasks, obtaining the results with high precision
and recall.

B. Quantitative Evaluation

Fig. 8 shows the quantitative comparison results on three
datasets of the proposed method with other global-based meth-
ods and learning-based method. The first to the last rows
show the statistical results about precision, recall, F-score,
and runtime, respectively. RANSAC [11] and MAGSAC++
[31] are methods based on resampling and global constraint.
These global-based methods perform poorly when handling
image pairs with large local geometric distortions. BpjRes

approximately regards the back-projection residual as satisfying
Gaussian distribution, and uses the three-sigma rule to remove
mismatches. However, due to the imaging model errors and
other random errors the mismatches cannot be accurately dis-
tinguished only by the back-projection residuals. LMR trains a
classifier to remove mismatches, and like other learning-based
methods, the training model is a primary factor limiting the
performance of the method.

The experimental results indicate that there is little difference
in precision between RANSAC and MAGSAC++. The latter
improves the performance of RANSAC in terms of recall and
F-score, and exhibits the shortest execution time. BpjRes method
obtains the worst results compared with others in terms of
precision, but are significantly better than other two global-based
methods in terms of recall and even better than GLGP in some
cases. This indicates that the BpjRes can retain as many correct
matches as possible, but at the same time a large number of
mismatches are also retained, leading to a poor F-score result.
LMR performs comparably to BpjRes on three datasets, with
slightly better precision but still falling short of requirements.
It exhibits better recall, indicating its ability to identify more
correct matches. However, due to the retention of many mis-
matches, the overall performance of this method is relatively
poor. The reason for this is that there are differences in lunar
and earth scenes, and the pretrained model lacks specificity for
lunar orbiter images, leading to the degraded performance of this
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Fig. 9. Quantitative results of GMS, LPM, mTopKRP, LOGO, NMP, LAP, and GLGP on the three datasets. From (top) to (bottom), precision, recall, F-score
and runtime (in milliseconds) with respect to the cumulative distribution.

method. The experimental result is consistent with the limitation
analysis mentioned above. Since GLGP not only adopts back-
projected residuals, but also appends local geometric constraints,
it exhibits better performance than global-based methods in
terms of precision and recall.

Fig. 9 shows the quantitative comparison results on three
datasets of the proposed method with other local-based methods,
including GMS [17], LPM [18], mTopKRP [48], LOGO [50],
NMP [49], and LAP [43]. It can be seen from the results that
GMS has the worst performance. LPM, mTopKRP, NMP, and
LAP are locality consistency assumption-based methods and
can achieve better performance than GMS. In terms of preci-
sion, there is little difference between these four methods. In
terms of recall, compared with GMS, the performance of these
four methods is improved, with mTopKRP even achieving the
best results among all the comparison methods. However, since
global geometric information is not considered, the performance
is still worse compared with GLGP. LOGO adopts a method
that combines the locality-guided strategy and global-preserving
affinity matrix. The results of LOGO exhibit a high precision but
low recall leading to unsatisfactory performance. The possible
reason is LOGO still relies on the method of estimating the local
affine transformation matrix in local constraints. When there
is obvious local distortion in the image pair, the affine matrix
cannot accurately distinguish the correct matches resulting in a
lower recall of this method. GLGP imposes global constraints

as neighbor screening criteria instead of defining the correctness
of matching points. Locally, GLGP fully capitalizes on the
characteristics of local geometric constraints, and therefore can
obtains the satisfactory results. It is clear that GLGP ranks
first in term of precision and F-score on all three datasets and
only worse than mTopKRP in terms of recall on dataset 2. In
terms of runtime, for the image size of 52 224 × 5064 pixels,
it takes less than 180 ms to process each image pair, which is
acceptable in practical applications. In the future, we will focus
on improving the efficiency of the proposed method through
parallel optimization of locally constrained steps.

C. Ablation Experiment and Discussion

Fig. 10 shows the statistical results about F-score of GLGP
variants with different neighborhoods and local geometry or
topology metrics.

From the results in Fig. 10(a), on one hand, it can be seen
that using the same local geometry preservation metric, the
variants with BpjRes and KNN exhibit the worst performance.
These two methods construct neighborhoods using all outliers
from the putative matches, leading to poor performance. Both
variants have a mean F-score less than 0.5. The variant with
MCN improves performance and its mean F-score is 0.75. It
can achieve better results on some image pairs, but worse on
others, especially image pairs with a high outlier ratio, which
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Fig. 10. Statistical results about F-score of GLGP variants with different
neighborhoods and local geometry or topology metrics. (a) Results of various
neighborhood construction methods combined with the same local geometry
preservation metric. (b) Results of same neighborhood construction method
combined with different local geometry or topology metrics.

indicates the performance of this variant is unstable. Compared
with the results of the above three variants, the performance of
the variant with GCN is significantly improved with the mean
F-score better than 0.98. This clean neighborhood construction
can supply a more stable and reliable structure for subsequent
judgment of local geometry preservation.

On the other hand, the performance of variants with NMC
and CNT are relatively poor based on the same neighborhood.
From the results in Fig. 10(b), the mean F-score of variants
with NMC and CNT are 0.66 and 0.75, respectively, which
are not satisfactory. NMC constructs the metric based on the
neighborhood consensus distance but does not take the direc-
tionality of edges into account, while the constraints imposed
by CNT are relatively weaker. Due to the strong local affine
invariance constraint, the LAI metric performs better, with a
mean F-score of 0.91. In contrast, LGP combines the similarity
constraint of the back-projection difference vectors with the lo-
cal affine invariance constraint, leading to the best performance.
In summary, the neighborhood construction method of GLGP
provides a reliable neighborhood structure, and the local geom-
etry preservation metric is able to distinguish inliers and outliers
more accurately. Both aspects make significant contributions to
the overall effectiveness of the GLGP method.

D. Large-Scale Multiview Matching Tie Points Extraction

Fig. 11 shows the multiview matching and tie points extraction
results of ASP software and our framework on large-scale LRO
NAC images within a region of about 100 km × 300 km near the
Apollo-17 landing site. It is obvious from the comparison results
that our framework can obtain more tie points for multiview
images. ASP extracted 258 360 tie points, while our devel-
oped framework successfully extracted 940 883 tie points. The
significant increase in the quantity demonstrates the enhanced
capability of our framework in tie points extraction.

In terms of the reliability of tie points, 60 sets of image pairs
were randomly selected and the back-projection residuals of
the tie points were calculated using the adjustment-corrected
external orientation parameters to evaluate the accuracy. As
shown in Fig. 12, our results exhibit an average back-projection
residual of less than 2 pixels, with the root mean square of the
residuals also being less than 2 pixels. In contrast, the ASP

Fig. 11. Tie points extracted by (a) ASP and (b) our framework.

Fig. 12. Back-projection residuals after bundle adjustment calculated by sixty
sample image pairs.

results significantly lag behind ours in accuracy. Therefore, it
is concluded that the quantity and accuracy of tie points derived
from our developed framework are superior to those obtained
from the commonly used planetary mapping software, which
can significantly benefit large-scale orbiter mapping endeavors.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we propose a mismatch removal method based
on global and local geometric constraints for orbiter images.
Based on the consistency of global geometry and well-preserved
local geometry of feature points, we formulate the mismatch re-
moval into an optimization problem and derive the closed-form
optimal solution. The global constraint in the model uses the
back-projection residuals to construct a clean neighborhood. The
local geometric constraints integrate the local affine invariance
with the similarity of BDVs, to distinguish the inliers and out-
liers. Experiments on lunar orbiter image datasets in different
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regions demonstrate that our method outperforms the recent
advanced methods. Meanwhile, we extend a large-scale orbiter
images multiview matching framework to obtain high-precision
tie points. According to the result of large-scale data processing,
our framework has demonstrated its ability to surpasses the
performance of current mainstream planetary mapping software
especially in terms of the quantity and accuracy of tie points.

This article primarily validates the proposed method through
lunar orbiter images, yet the methodology is also capable of
processing images from other orbiters. Nevertheless, the exterior
orientation parameters’ errors of the orbiter images may impose
a limitation on GLGP performance. In future, the proposed
geometric constraints could be improved to reduce the impact of
imaging model errors, and more validations on other different
orbiter images will be explored.
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